INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR YOUR NEW SOLID VINYL REPLACEMENT WINDOWS

TOOLS NEEDED

- Caulking Gun
- Phillips Head Screw Driver
- Utility Knife
- Hammer
- Level
- Measuring Tape
- Chisel
- Electric Drill
- Premium Grade Sealant

FROM INSIDE THE HOUSE

I. REMOVAL OF EXISTING WOOD WINDOW

1. Check new windows before you tear out opening. Make sure you have the correct amounts and sizes.
2. Carefully remove all inside trims or stops (you will reuse this material).
3. Cut bottom sash balance cord or chain and remove sash.
4. Remove the parting strips at the sides and top(s).
5. Cut top sash balance cord or chain and remove the sash.
6. Leave exterior stops (blind stops) intact and in place to prevent replacement window from falling through opening.